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Abstract Increasingly more research is being direc-

ted towards the valorisation of waste materials as

precursors for synthesising alkali-activated binders

(AABs). For this study, varying blends of tungsten

mining waste (TMW) and waste glass (WG) are

activated using a combined sodium hydroxide (SH)

and sodium silicate (SS) alkali solution. The activating

solution itself is also varied with respect to the

quantities of SS and SH to determine their effect on

reactant formation and mechanical strength of TMW-

based AABs. The results show that an increased WG

content can effectively provide an additional source of

reactive silica, contribute to the formation of (C, N)–

A–S–H gel products and thus significantly improve the

mechanical strength. High strength TMW–WG AABs

were attributed to a faster TMW dissolution rate and

dense microstructure. Such structures were character-

istic of formulations with low alkali modulus (SiO2/

Na2O\ 2) combined with a SS/SH weight ratio of

2.8. For the latter, not only was a characteristic slower

strength development with increasing alkali content

observed, but there was also a limit of alkali metal

concentration (Na2O * 3.1%) beyond which the

strength deteriorated. Furthermore, SEM micrographs

disclose that unreacted particles of WG reinforced the

matrix by acting as a filler.

Keywords Alkali-activation � Geopolymer �
Microstructure � Recycling � Tungsten mining waste �
Waste glass

1 Introduction

Research into the production of alternative cementi-

tious materials via a chemical activation process over

the last 40 years has proven to be very promising with

the outcomes being industrial patents [1, 2] and

construction projects [3, 4]. Chemically activated

binders are typically Portland cement-free and their

production can be considered to consist of a five-stage

process: (1) dissolution of solid aluminosilicate source

by alkali species in activating solution, (2) rearrange-

ment and exchange among dissolved species, (3) gel

nucleation [C–(A)–S–H or N–A–S–(H) gel], (4)

solidification and hardening, and (5) ongoing gel

evolution [5]. The resulting benefits include high

strength with rapid setting, good durability and high

resistance to chemical attack [6–8]. An obvious

advantage of chemically activated binders, compared

to the conventional Portland cement binders, is the

ability to conveniently dispose of the variety of waste

material available from multiple industries. Typical
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aluminosilicate material sources suitable for chemical

activation can include industrial waste by-products

such as fly ash and slag [9] and calcined clays such as

metakaolin [10]. Currently, increased interest has been

directed towards developing new binders based on

non-conventional precursor materials [11]. In partic-

ular, tungsten mining waste (TMW) is one type of

aluminosilicate precursor which has had little research

coverage regarding chemical activation. The stimulus

for its re-use lies in the environmental impact of

mining and quarrying activities, which in the EU

generate approximately 735 million tonnes of waste

per annum, contributing to 30% of the total waste

generation by economic activity and households [12].

Preliminary studies have been conducted on the

transformation of tungsten mining waste into alkali-

activated binders (AABs) and have shown promising

results from an environmental, technical and eco-

nomic point of view [13, 14]. In addition to mining

waste, post-consumer waste glass (WG) represents

another major component of the solid waste stream.

Today, waste glass has also become a substantial

burden on the landfills throughout the world, and it is

estimated that out of 18 million tonnes of glass wastes

accumulated in 2012 in the EU, only 35% of this was

recycled [15]. The feasibility of waste glass to

improve mechanical performance has been achieved

with PC concrete [16] and metakaolin based AABs

[17]. Soluble nanosilica has also been used as an

alternative activator in alkali-activated fly ash binders,

proving to lower water demand, reduce permeability

and match the compressive strength of the samples

made with commercial silicate [18]. Thus, in sum-

mary, the disposal and recycling of both mining waste

and waste glass have become a major concern in the

EU due to the lack of the sustainable initiative. As a

result, it is essential to find a suitable method for their

reuse in the production of chemically activated

binders.

In chemically-activated cementitious systems,

large additions of strong alkaline activators are

needed, which may pose health risks, especially when

such binders are used in dry mix mortar formulations

(e.g. tile adhesives), where the workers get into

contact with the highly alkaline material. The cost of

manufacture and associated health risks make highly

alkaline conditions unreasonable and one of the

principle drawbacks of alkali-activated binder sys-

tems. The use of less concentrated activators including

alkali carbonates and sulphates [19–22] and organic

activators with carboxylate groups as summarised in

[23] has been reported previously. Alternatively,

activation using phosphoric acid has also shown

promising results regarding durability with excellent

resistance to elevated temperatures [24]. The presence

of soluble silica is also known to improve the

mechanical properties of the resulting AABs [25] at

early ages. Fernández-Jiménez et al. [26] found that

different types of fly ash activated with 8–12 M NaOH

yielded a material with mechanical strength ranging

from 35 to 40 MPa, and up to 90 MPa when water-

glass was added to the NaOH solution [27]. Never-

theless, there is a lack of detailed studies of using

waste silicate materials to supplement the chemical

activation. Previous research has established that SiO2

is highly soluble in alkaline solutions making the

SiO2/Na2O molar ratio an important parameter of

AABs [28] while the composition and dosage of the

activating solution also plays a critical role in

controlling the gelation process [29]. In this contribu-

tion, a study of the interaction of the tungsten mining

waste replaced by varying proportions of siliceous

waste glass is discussed. The first stage of the study is a

report on the effects of increased replacement of TMW

by WG. In the second stage of the paper, a systematic

study of the effects of the individual sodium hydroxide

and sodium silicate components of a multi-compound

alkali activator is reported. Scanning electron micro-

scopy is used to characterise the hardening process and

structural composition of the final products while

compressive strength tests at specific ages are made to

determine the mechanical strength.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

TMW obtained from the Panasqueira mine, Portugal

and a siliceous WG obtained from the Covilhã local

authority were used as the precursor materials. Due to

the waste nature of the TMW, chemical analyses were

made from different batches collected from the mine

over the course of this study. Hence the mean chemical

composition of TMW (including its standard deviation

(SD)) and WG in wt% are presented in Table 1. Both

materials were dried, milled and sieved to achieve a

mean particle size of 26 and 39 lm respectively. The
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WG was intentionally used with a larger mean particle

size to reduce the energy expended during the milling

process; however, due to the high alkali-silica reac-

tivity of crushed glass [30], particle size was main-

tained below 100 lm to prevent the onset of this

reaction. A commercial sodium silicate (Na2SiO3)

(SS) solution with composition SiO2/Na2O = 3.23

(8.60 wt% Na2O, 27.79 wt% SiO2, 63.19 wt% H2O

and 0.4 wt% Al2O3) (Solvay S.A) and 99% pure

sodium hydroxide (NaOH) (SH) pellets (Sigma-

Aldrich) were used for the production of the alkali

activator.

2.2 Experimental process

For Stage I of the study, TMW AAB samples were

synthesised with different WG replacement levels,

namely 0, 20, 30 and 40 wt% and named 100TMW,

80TMW20WG, 70TMW30WG and 60TMW40WG,

respectively. The mix ratio was determined based on

the research on alkali-activation available in the

literature concerning mechanical strength and efflo-

rescence formation potential in AABs combined with

the experience gained from a previous study [31]. In

summary, the following ratios were selected for the

constituents of the AABs in Stage I:

• Silicate modulus = 1.75 (molar ratio)

• %Na2O = 3.63 (mass ratio)

• Water/precursor = 0.18 (mass ratio)

During Stage II, the TMW AAB with a WG

replacement level that provided the highest compres-

sive strength at 28 days from Stage I of the study was

used to investigate the alkali activator composition, as

shown in Table 2. Samples in Table 2 are expressed in

terms of the activator/precursor ratio (a/p), %Na2O

content and silicate modulus (Ms) i.e. SiO2/Na2O.

Researchers have investigated the identification of

optimum Ms values for precursor materials such as fly

ash [32] and metakaolin [33], for which the chemical

composition of the alkaline solution favours the

compressive strength. This suggests that in addition

to factors such as the nature of the precursor materials

and the curing conditions, the Ms is also a significant

parameter in strength development and workability.

Ms has been used to give insight into the pH of the

activator solution, its viscosity, the structural com-

plexity of the Si soluble species present in the alkaline

solution [34], and in turn, can be related to the process

of dissolution and condensation of reaction products.

A 10 M SH solution was prepared by dissolution of

NaOH pellets in purified water and stored for a

minimum of 24 h before use, to allow equilibration;

SS solution was used as received from the manufac-

turer. Both solutions were kept in sealed containers

whenever possible to minimise contamination by

atmospheric carbonation. SH and SS solutions were

combined and mixed using a magnetic stirrer for

5 min at 400 rpm.

The AAB samples were prepared by mechanically

mixing mass ratio quantities of TMW and WG with

alkali activator solution in a benchtop laboratory

mixer in the following sequence: 2.5 min at 100 rpm;

30-s pause to remove material adhered to the sides of

the mixing bowl; 2 min at 200 rpm. The paste was

Table 1 Chemical composition of TMW and WG

Chemical compound TMW (%) TMW SD (%) WG (%)

Na2O 1.31 1.45 9.72

MgO 1.01 2.98 0.00

Al2O3 21.06 2.53 0.00

SiO2 47.88 3.86 73.93

SO3 8.72 2.83 0.00

K2O 4.12 0.78 0.69

Fe2O3 9.97 2.73 0.40

P2O5 0.00 0.27 0.00

CaO 0.88 0.99 12.83

TiO2 0.66 0.35 0.00

LOI 4.19 0.08

Table 2 Mix proportions of the alkali-activated TMW/WG

blends

Sample a/p (g/g) Na2O (%) Ms (g/mol)

1 0.24 2.5 2.51

2 0.26 3.1 2.00

3 0.28 3.7 1.69

4 0.3 4.4 1.45

5 0.32 5 1.27

6 0.34 5.6 1.13

7 0.22 3.1 1.48

8 0.25 3.4 1.62

9 0.28 3.6 1.75

10 0.31 3.8 1.85

11 0.34 4.1 1.94
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vibrated for a further 5 min to remove entrained air

before being transferred to prismatic 40 9 40 9

160 mm3 Styrofoam moulds. Samples were kept

sealed from the atmosphere in vacuum bags and cured

in accordance to the previously determined optimal

temperature and duration of 80 �C and 24 h [35],

respectively. After that, the samples were demoulded

and stored at 20 �C and relative humidity of 90% until

use for mechanical strength tests.

2.3 Testing methods and conditions

The compressive strength of the samples was deter-

mined in accordance with EN 196-1 using a universal

testing machine (Instron 5960) at a constant loading

rate of 144 kN/min. Prismatic sample fractured coun-

terparts were tested after 1, 3, 7, 28 days. The reported

compressive strength result was the average of values

obtained from three specimens with the error reported

as average deviation from the mean; the deviation of

results fluctuated between 0.22 and 1.4%.

The setting time of the TMW–WG AAB was

measured according to EN 196-3 [36]. The samples

were kept in the curing chamber at 80 �C in between

measurements and setting were measured from the

time the precursor materials made contact with the

activating solution until the penetration of a 2 mm

diameter needle reached a depth of 10 mm. The

reported setting time results were the average of three

samples. The flow test cone with an internal diameter

of 100 mm was used to evaluate the fluidity of TMW–

WG AAB as described by EN 1015-3:1999 [37].

Before the test, the truncated cone mould was placed

on a clean metal plate, and the freshly prepared TMW–

WG AAB mixture was poured into the cone without

any compaction. Once the cone was fully filled with

the sample, the cone was lifted vertically, and the

spread diameters of the freshly prepared sample in two

perpendicular directions were measured. All flow test

measurements were conducted 7 min after mixing and

the occurrence of bleeding, if any, was visually

observed and noted during the test.

Electron microscopy was performed using a Zeiss

Supra 35VP using backscattered electron (BSE) mode

combined with energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spec-

troscopy to analyse the sample morphology and

microstructure. Samples were impregnated in low

viscosity epoxy resin and polished using consecutively

finer media. The polished sample surfaces were coated

using a gold sputter coater to eliminate effects of

charging during micrograph collection. SEM samples

were tested in a state where the alkali activation

process has been stopped using the combined water

and solvent extraction protocol developed by Chen

et al. [38]. In summary, it involved stirring the AAB

specimen in deionized water and then removing the

liquid by centrifuging. Upon addition of methanol,

soluble silicate species could be observed in the liquid

layer. Thus water extraction by centrifuging was used

to remove the precipitates. Specimens were then

ground to micron-sized particles using a mortar and

pestle, and a solvent of methanol/acetone mixture was

added, followed by further grinding. The solvent was

removed using vacuum filtration; this latter procedure

was repeated for five times. The bleeding test proce-

dure was conducted according to the reference stan-

dard EN 480-4:2005 [39]. It involved filling a

cylindrical vessel with an inside diameter and height

of 250 and 280 mm, respectively with fresh TMW–

WG AAB binder and subsequently drawing activator

solution from the surface of the test specimen every

30 min. The activator bleeding is expressed as a

percentage of the total activator content.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Stage I: influence of waste glass

on mechanical performance

The early age reaction product formation in the

100TMW sample is shown in Fig. 1a. The results

from the SEM imaging show sites of N–A–S–H gel

reaction products (P1) with different cation and anion

substitution of Fe, Mg and K which are amorphous in

structure and show branch-like formations bridging

the reaction products together. The same reaction

products can also be seen merging with the quartz

particles from the TMW, forming the gel network. In

Fig. 1b, the muscovite crystals (labelled as M) in the

TMW AAB is shown to develop a densely laminated

structure during alkali activation indicating an uptake

of hydroxyl ions due to rehydroxylation. Using EDX

microanalyses, the Al/Si ratio for unreacted muscovite

was determined as 1.0, while measurements made

after one day of reacting with the alkali activator saw

the latter value drop to 0.65, demonstrating a clear
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indication of the release of aluminium cations into

solution.

The average compressive strength of the four

different compositions of AAB with the replacement

of TMW with WG by up to 40 wt% is summarised in

Fig. 2. The results obtained for pure TMW AAB are

also included. In Fig. 2 it can be observed that the

compressive strength increased with an increase in the

WG content across all ages. The replacement by

40 wt% WG i.e. sample 60TMW40WG, resulted in a

16% increase in SiO2 molar content and resulted in the

highest 28-day compressive strength of 41 MPa; a

127% increase relative to the 100TMW control

sample. The early age compressive strength attain-

ment was also observed to improve with the increase

in WG. Starting with the control sample of 100TMW,

the compressive strength at 1-day is only 12.3% of the

final 28-day strength. However, for 20, 30 and 40 wt%

replacement of TMW by WG, the 1-day strength

increases to 48.6, 67.8 and 72% of the final 28-day

strength. To explore the latter strength increments,

SEM micrographs of AAB revealing the microstruc-

tural differences in samples made with WG are shown

in Fig. 3. TMW particles in the 1-day 60TMW40WG

sample (Fig. 3a) exhibited more regions of the mus-

covite crystal with a laminated structure (identified by

the lighter regions) which can be inferred as in

increase in the level of Al and Si leaching. On the other

hand, the muscovite particle in the 1-day 100TMW

sample (Fig. 3b) remained relatively unchanged. The

60TMW40WG sample structure appears to contain

fewer voids while the reaction products appear more

dense and have more continuity i.e. are not comprised

of isolated regions like in the 100TMW sample. Dense

amorphous gel formations were also observed in the

60TMW40WG (Fig. 3c). The latter figure also shows

how particles of WG are partially transforming into

amorphous reaction products supporting the idea that

an increased replacement of WG provides a means of

increasing reactive silica and thus increasing the Si/Al

ratio; this means less reliance on using the more costly

and less sustainable soluble silica found in commercial

sodium silicate solution. By the age of 28 days, many

large particles of SiO2 were found embedded in the

AAB matrix (shown in Fig. 3d). However it was

difficult to establish the quantity that came from the

TMW and WG. Nonetheless, it can be inferred that the

increased WG content may not have only supplied

reactive silica to the mix but also contributed to

strengthening the AAB as inert filler, most likely by

the coarser fraction of WG.

Further interpretation can be made from Fig. 4,

which shows the Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX)

spectra for the 1-day reaction products in the

100TMW sample (P1) and the 60TMW40WG sample

P1
WG

M

WG

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 TMW AAB

showing a branch-like

product formations and

b laminated structure of

muscovite
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(P2). The distinction between the spectra is firstly the

increased intensity of the main Si peak at 1.7 keV

(4.5 K for P1 and 14.4 K for P2) which is due to the

contribution of amorphous silica from the WG. The Si/

Al molar ratio of the reaction product P1 in the

100TMW sample was measured to be 1.08, while the

Si/Al molar ratio of the reaction products P2 for the

sample containing a 40 wt% replacement by WG

increased to 3.0. Secondly, the combination of

elements for P2 in Fig. 4 can be identified as (C, N)–

A–S–H gel formation. The occurrence of this gel is

consistent with the observations developed through a

comparable system of alkali-activated fly-ash with

partial replacement with slag (rich in Si and Ca) [40].

The Ca released by WG dissolution is incorporated

into the N–A–S–H type gel resulting from TMW

activation and is believed to contribute to the

increased mechanical strength of the 60TMW40WG

sample, which is a factor previously shown to improve

the mechanical properties of alkali-activated fly ash

[41].

The compressive strength results with the highest

replacement by WG i.e. 40 wt% are comparable with

the results of Pacheco-Torgal et al. [42] who obtained

39.6 MPa at 28 days for an alkali-activated TMW

mortar. However, this was achieved only after an

TMW

TMW

P2

WG

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3 SEM images of

a 60TMW40WG,

b 100TMW, c amorphous

reaction products in

60TMW40WG and

d unreacted WG particles

Fig. 4 SEM-EDX of P1 in 100TMW and P2 in 60TMW40WG
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energy intensive calcination treatment of the TMW at

950 �C for 2 h.

3.2 Stage II: influence of alkali-activator

composition

The results from Stage I revealed that the TMW-AAB

with the highest replacement by WG i.e. 40 wt% led to

the highest compressive strength. Thus it was this

particular AAB composition which was chosen for

further investigation in stage II of this study. Figure 5

presents the results of the 60TMW40WG AAB

compressive strength with varying values of Ms i.e.

SiO2/Na2O. Figure 5a shows the effect of an increased

Ms due to SH while maintaining a constant quantity of

SS, while in Fig. 5b, it is vice versa. The results reveal

that the values of Ms show more variation and thus

impact on the AAB strength development due to

changes in the SH component of the alkali activator

rather than SS. For the TMW–WG AAB samples 1–6,

presented in Fig. 5a, made with a constant SS/

precursor ratio of 0.22 and varying SH/precursor ratio

from 0.02 to 0.12, the increase in Ms over the 1.13–2.0

range results in an increase in compressive strength

across all ages. However, a further increase in Ms over

the 2.0–2.51 range resulted in an immediate reduction

in the 28-day compressive strength. The latter result

can be related to the reduction in %Na2O content

(mass ratio of total Na2O in the activator solution to

precursor). The increase in compressive strength from

29 to 46 MPa is for a reduction of %Na2O from 5.6 to

3.1% while the reduction in compressive strength from

46 to 42 MPa occurs when the %Na2O falls from 3.1

to 2.5%. The charge distribution of Na alkali metal

ions surrounding the Al and Si ions defines the ionic

atmosphere and depends on the concentration of the

Na ions. The ionic atmosphere can be thought of as a

measure of the ion–ion interaction [43], in the sense

that when it is much larger that the Si or Al ionic

radius, the ions can be considered as point charges

with reduced interaction, while if it is in the same

range with the ionic radius then this can allow for

stronger ion–ion interactions. Thus, the initial reduc-

tion in the alkalinity from 5.6 to 3.1% would in turn

reduce the Na ionic atmosphere and improve the Al

and Si interaction, allowing less interference in the

creation of bonds within the aluminosilicate gel

framework and increasing the degree of connectivity.

The latter would also reduce the setting time, an aspect

of the TMW–WG AAB discussed further on in this

study.

On the other hand, samples 7–11 which are

presented in Fig. 5b were made with a constant SH/

precursor ratio of 0.06 and an SS/precursor ratio

ranging from 0.16 to 0.28. The increase in %Na2O for

these samples was over a smaller range (3.1–4.1%) and

thus impacted the compressive strength to a lower

degree. Sample 7, which had a %Na2O content of 3.1,

developed the highest 28-day compressive of 61 MPa.

Increasing the content of SS resulted in immediate

reductions in compressive strength. Starting at an Ms

value of 1.48 and a corresponding %Na2O content of

3.1%, the 28-day compressive strength depreciated by

23% when an Ms value of 1.94 and corresponding

%Na2O content of 4.1% was reached. From both series

of samples, a clear correlation can be observed; the

highest compressive strengths were attained at a Ms
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value between 1.27 and 1.48, while significant reduc-

tions in compressive strength were found at Ms values

above 1.48, corresponding to a %Na2O content of 3.1%

and above. Although the best performing samples

regarding compressive strength i.e. sample 2 and 7 had

the same %Na2O contents i.e. 3.1%, the (a/p) ratio for

sample 7 was only 0.22, meaning it contained 27% less

activator than sample 2. The latter is apparent since, at

the higher a/p ratio range i.e. 0.34, the compressive

strength achieved was significantly reduced regardless

of whether the SS/SH ratio was high as in the case of

sample 11 (SS/SH = 5.0) or low as in the case of

sample 6 (SS/SH = 1.85). Furthermore, when com-

pared to the 100TMW control sample investigated in

Stage I, sample 7 was calculated to contain 22.5% less

SS. This is based on the reduction in the a/p ratio from

0.28 to 0.22 and the SS/SH ratio from 4.0 to 2.88. The

latter observations lead to the following relationships:

(1) samples made with low a/p ratios i.e. below 0.28

can achieve superior compressive strength when made

with an alkali activator consisting of a SS/SH ratio

between 2.5 and 5.0, (2) WG can effectively reduce the

SS component in AAB systems.

In both series, however, samples prepared with the

lowest a/p ratios did suffer from a ‘balling’ effect [44]

due to the low water/solid ratio. Nonetheless, SEM

analyses revealed a highly compact paste microstruc-

ture (Fig. 6a) which may partly explain the high

compressive strength attained by these samples. The

increase in water/solid content has previously been

shown to contribute to the reduction of fly ash-based

AAB compressive strength due to crystallisation of the

otherwise amorphous reaction products [45]. How-

ever, in the samples prepared in this study, no products

of crystalline nature were observed for the highest

water/precursor ratio of 0.23. Instead, at high a/

p ratios, the activating solution was observed to bleed,

covering the sample surface and mould. The activator

bleeding measured for sample 11 and was determined

as 21% of the total activator in the AAB. The latter

value of bleeding is significantly large and means only

79% of activator participated in the reaction. Unlike in

concrete where the excess bleed water can evaporate

without affecting the mechanical strength, the loss of

activating solution in AABs is detrimental to the

hardening and thus contributes to the lower mechan-

ical strength observed in this study. SEM analyses of

samples with a high a/p ratio support the latter claim

by revealing the channel-like paths that formed around

particles (Fig. 6b) through which the activator solu-

tion was allowed to escape.

The reduced water content of the low a/p ratio

samples was counteracted by the addition of extra

mixing water by weight of precursor. In this case, 6, 7

and 8 wt% of water was chosen to be added to sample

7, initially consisting of a water/precursor ratio of 0.14

and SS/SH and a/p ratio of 2.88 and 0.22, respectively.

It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the initial introduction

of mixing water led to a slight reduction in the 28-day

compressive strength. However the further increase in

the mixing water content contributed to restoring the

compressive strength, and ultimately at 8 wt% extra

mixing water, the compressive strength reached the

same value as the control sample (sample 7). The total

liquid present in the system originates from the water

contained in the activator solution and from the extra

mixing water. Thus the total water/precursor ratio of

the optimised sample containing extra 8 wt% mixing

water was calculated as 0.21. The flow of the pastes

with 6, 7, and 8 wt% extra mixing water was

101 ± 5 mm, 116 ± 5 mm and 136 ± 5 mm, respec-

tively. The coarser nature and reduced water

bleeding channels

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Images of

a microstructure of a low a/

p ratio mix, b bleeding

channels in a high a/p ratio

mix
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absorption properties of the WG particles led to the

AAB requiring such a low water demand. No bleeding

was detected for any of the TMW–WG AAB mixtures.

Improvements in compressive strength with an

increase in mixing water content at a constant a/

p and SS/SH ratio confirm that the observed reductions

in compressive strength shown in Fig. 5 are in fact due

to the increased content of %Na2O from the activator

solution, and not the increase in the water content.

Figure 8 presents the initial and final setting times of

all of the samples evaluated in stage II. Samples 1–6

were made with activating solutions of varying SH

quantity and a constant SS/precursor ratio while samples

7–11 were made with activating solutions of varying SS

quantity and a constant SH/precursor ratio; a horizontal

dashed line is included in Fig. 8 to distinguish the two

sets. A distinct reduction in initial and final setting time

can be observed when the activators SH content

increases from 0.02 to 0.06 in the samples 1–3,

respectively. Further increasing the SH after that leads

to an immediate increase in initial setting time while

leaving the final setting time largely unaffected, as

shown by samples 4 and 5. Sample 6 which contained

the highest SH content evaluated in this set of samples

and consequently the highest a/p ratio of 0.34 leads to

the slowest initial setting of 2.12 h.

The initial and final setting times of samples 7–11

were far lower than those of samples 1–6. The SS/SH

ratio for the samples 7–11 was increasing with an

increase in the a/p ratio however for the samples 1–6, it

was the inverse i.e. the SS/SH ratio was increasing with

a decrease of the a/p ratio. The common trend which

can be observed in both sets of samples is the fact that

the initial setting time increased when the a/p ratio was

greater than 0.28, indicating that the total activator

content was the most dominant factor in controlling the

AAB setting time. The setting time also appeared to be

affected by the SS/SH ratio, however to a lesser extent,

and predominately in the samples for which the amount

of SH was varied i.e. sample 1–6. As an example,

sample 4 which was produced with a SS/SH ratio of 2.7

at an a/p ratio of 0.3 attained a 28-day compressive

strength of 32.5 MPa whereas sample 7 which was

produced with an almost identical SS/SH ratio of 2.88

but instead with a lower a/p ratio of 0.22, attained

61 MPa at 28 days. Sample 7, yielded the initial and

final setting times of 42 and 52 min, respectively. With

the addition of 8 wt% mixing water, the initial and final

setting times slightly increased to 54 and 66 min,

complying with EN 196-3:2016 which specifies that

the initial setting time should not be less than 45 min

while the final setting time should not be more than

10 h. The short time interval between the initial and

final setting, but with appropriate initial setting time

would make it an ideal candidate for pre-cast fabrica-

tion and rapid road repair. It must be noted, however,

that these results are valid within the specified range of

the process parameters along with their chosen levels

and for the specific tungsten mining waste.

4 Conclusions

The influence of the waste glass and alkali activator

composition were examined regarding mechanical

strength and workability for TMW–WG AAB.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70
unworkable range

)aP
M(

htgnerts
evisserp

moc

mixing water content (wt.%)

Fig. 7 TMW–WG AAB 28-day compressive strength with

varying quantities of mixing water

sample 1 
sample 2 
sample 3 
sample 4 
sample 5 
sample 6 
sample 7 
sample 8 
sample 9 

sample 10 
sample 11

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4
Time (h)

Final setting time (h)
Initial setting time (h)

Fig. 8 Initial and final setting times of samples 1–11
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Balance was required between sufficient stimulation

of precursor dissolution and avoidance of using highly

alkaline conditions due to the associated health risks.

Based on these conditions and the results obtained, the

following conclusions can be drawn:

• The condition for achieving the highest strength

was achieved with a WG replacement by 40 wt%.

In combination with the calcium component, the

reactive silica led to the formation of (C, N)–A–S–

H gel products whilst also providing a 22.5%

reduction in the SS content. Thus WG can be

considered to impart high strengths with a poten-

tial for lower alkali solution demands.

• The TMW/WG blend was successfully cured

primarily at room temperature and evaluated to

have a low activating solution demand and

produced 28-day compressive strength above

42 MPa when an activator/precursor ratio was

maintained\0.28.

• The values of Ms for an activator/precursor ratio

\0.28 were calculated to be in the 1.48–2.0 range.

The lower end of the range i.e. 1.48 proved to be

the most economical since it represents the lowest

quantity of alkali activator, and also achieved the

highest compressive strength i.e. 61 MPa.

• The properties of TMW–WG AAB systems can be

drastically affected by minor changes in the alkali

activator Na2O concentrations, values of which

should not surpass 3.6% when controlling the SS/

SH ratio.

• A water/precursor ratio of 0.21 for TMW–WG

AABs resulted in the optimal compressive strength

and most satisfactory workability and setting time.
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